Overview of the Project:

Telerik Test Studio is a Windows-based software testing tool for web and desktop functional testing, software performance testing, automated testing and mobile application testing developed by Telerik. Test Studio supports HTML, AJAX, Silverlight, ASP.NET MVC, JavaScript and WPF. Test Studio supports test execution in Internet Explorer, Firefox, Safari and Chrome. Test Studio functional testing is a comprehensive yet cost-effective automated testing suite. Users can complete tasks quickly and easily with the product’s point-and-click interface, which is augmented by Telerik-exclusive features like a visual storyboard and 3D element selection. Test Studio also offers script-less test automation.

In this project, we would like to develop a web application and then perform an automated testing on the developed web application, thereby understanding and demonstrating the process of automated testing using the Telerik Test Studio and demonstrate various testing features offered by Telerik test Studio.
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